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W

e were delighted to welcome over 120 visitors to KEGS summer art exhibition this year, our
first in-person gallery event in three years! Art work from all year groups was on display and it
was a pleasure to be able to display our super-talented students’ work. Thank you to everyone who
attended and here are just a few of the many highlights.
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From the Head
TOM CARTER

A

s we come to the end of the academic year I want to thank all parents for their
support of their sons and daughters and of the school. The 2021/22 year has
been another year of many challenges but also one of increased normality and one of
very many more extra-curricular activities compared to the 18 months before. This
newsletter showcases a lovely range of achievements by KEGS pupils and former pupils
- the variety is really good to see. From expeditions to international sport, from art
exhibitions to the PA Summer Social and from the Corps of Drums to the summit of
research in pure maths – I hope there is something here of interest to everyone. I
hope as well that it will inspire readers to want to try things and to persevere with
things – and to take the opportunities that life presents.
There is much that it is difficult in the wider world – and some of this impinges on us
at KEGS. But I hope that collectively we will retain a spirit of optimism and positivity –
as well as of compassion for others.
I wish everyone a wonderful summer before we return in September ready for the challenges of the next academic year.

KEGS team named regional winners of RSC Schools
Analyst competition
CASEY ABRAHAMS, YEAR 12

O

n Wednesday 15 June, the Schools’
Analyst Competition 2022 brought
together multiple teams across KEGS to
compete in an analytical chemistry challenge.
Four separate experiments were performed
and analysed, under the scenario of helping a
particularly well-informed fish and chip shop
owner source local ingredients rather than
imported ones, in order to cut down on
emissions and help out their local community.
These experiments included a titration to find
the perfect acidity of chip shop vinegar, a
chromatography to determine the perfect mix
of amino acids in flour, for a crunchy and well
coloured batter, a test using benedict’s
reagent to find sweet tasting potatoes, and a
gravimetry to find out why the owner’s cakes
tasted bitter.
Despite the somewhat unfamiliar chemicals
and methods, such as using ninhydrin spray to
identify isolated amino acid samples by
colouring them purple, teams quickly made
sense of these experiments and delivered
good quality analysis all round, which was then submitted electronically along with the experimental
results and marked.
The winning KEGS team of Imesh Wijesuriya, Aarushi Chakraborty, and Casey Abrahams, also won
the regional competition and were crowned the RSC Analytical Division East Anglia Region
Champions.
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Captains’ Blog
SHREY BISWAS, SABRINA LEE & LEO OKAFOR, SCHOOL CAPTAINS

C

ongratulations to all for completing our first “post-lockdown” year! We would
like to thank Shyaam, Ben and Libby for leading the past year and Good Luck to
Year 11s and Year 13s on their GCSEs and A Levels results after such a difficult
journey.
This year saw the return of our Drama Production - Spamalot, the return of Open
Days and the transition into normality from the COVID pandemic. Thank you to all
the teachers and administration teams who were instrumental in our return.
KEGS Alumnus James Maynard recently won the Fields Medal for his influential work
in Mathematics - a huge congratulations to him for his amazing achievement!
Joining KEGS after COVID has given many the chance to introduce new societies
such as KEGSMed, the school’s media platform for all things medical. Introduced by Surabhi, our first year saw the magazine
achieve the “Highly Commended award for Tomorrow’s Talent”. Our four editors: Surabhi, Ahana, Aayush and Sabrina went to
the Royal Over-Seas League in St James’s Street London for the Awards Ceremony., pictured below.

We also had a lovely showing at Sports Day on June 25th, with fierce competition and dramatic finishes! Congratulations to
Holland for their victory, and the other houses for a thrilling competition.
Year 5 Open Days have been taking place, and it's been great fun meeting and talking to the next generation of KEGS students we're sure the future of the school's in great hands! Similarly, Year 6's Induction Day was a pleasure, and we're looking forward
to seeing our eventual Year 7s in December! The return of Y12 Familiarisation Day from its online version was also a roaring
success, with over a hundred people taking part and showing off what KEGS has to offer.

Then, on the morning of July 2nd, we had the pleasure of attending the KEGS Summer Fair, hosted by the Parent’s Association.
Arriving early at 9 am, after swiftly aiding in setting up the stalls, the day's first event was the Year 7 and 8 football tournaments in
which, after amazing efforts from all teams, Germany and France were triumphant. Next on the schedule was a phenomenal
march from the Corps of Drums, preparing participants of the Fair for the sixth form house Tug of War. Ultimately, through
grime, sweat and tears the vanquished became victors as Holland emerged on top, followed by favourites Tindal and finally Strutt
with Mildmay coming in 4th. Altogether, the event was one to remember, with great success across the stalls and entertaining
events.
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Summer Geographical Explorations
LUCY FRYER, DEPUTY HEAD OF GEOGRAPHY

T

& GEOLOGY

his summer has been a busy one for our geographers with a number of different fieldtrips taking place across Essex and
Suffolk.

We started with the Year 12 geographers trying out a wide range of investigation techniques in Southwold ahead of designing
and undertaking their own projects, which count towards 20% of their A Level grade. The day involved analysing the variety of
coastal defences and their impact on sediment processes, looking at the formation of sand dunes, and exploring the town which
has been heavily influenced by second/holiday home ownership and the presence of Adnams Brewery.
The next couple of days were given to taking Year 7 to Walton-on-the-Naze, a trip we have had to forgo the last 2 years so it
was great to reinstate it. Comparing areas with and without coastal management was the focus for this trip with students
undertaking beach gradients, groyne surveys, field sketches, land use identification and, of course, some fossil hunting and ice
cream eating. As Geography is all about the world around us, being able to put their coastal theory classroom work into practice
is a really important skill, and one we hope they can build on in future years.
Although we’ve not been able to take Year 9 out on a trip this year, we have been
running a project on crime patterns for their local area this term, which has
enabled them to try out a range of enquiry process techniques along with many of
them trying out GIS programs such as ArcGIS. As many organisations use such
mapping programs now, starting to learn these transferrable skills now will set
them up well for the future.
Our final outdoor trips were for Year 10 (pictured right), and these saw a return
to Southwold to recap the coastal unit studied at the start of the year. For these
groups, they have to be able to write about this fieldwork within one of their
exams, so collecting good data which could be analysed back in the classroom was
of importance this time. Thank you to all of the staff who have kindly given their
time to accompany the students on the various trips this summer.

Bronze DofE Expedition success
LUCY FRYER, DUKE OF

EDINBURGH AWARD CO-ORDINATOR

T

his summer has seen another 27 Year 10 students undertake their Bronze
DofE expeditions, a practice one in June and their final assessed one in July.
These two-day expeditions require students to be completely self-sufficient in
everything they need, and to be able to navigate through the countryside,
maintaining good teamwork throughout. These expeditions put into practise
skills built up throughout the year, in after school sessions and two previous day
trainings.
For the practice we camped at Bedford Fields, with High Easter parish council
and Felsted Prep School kindly providing start/finish locations. The final
expedition involved a first for KEGS DofE, camping at Stow Maries Aerodrome, a
designated conservation area and location where all the buildings are Grade II
listed, so permission to camp there was very special.
Sandon Church and Ernest Doe at Ulting were kind enough to provide start/finish locations on what was a very hot weekend so
involved a lot of perseverance from the students, but they were able to keep up morale through the long days. The evening of
the final saw the fun return of the annual Bronze DofE Kubb championships.
The training throughout the year has continued to involve a
significant number of volunteer hours from very experienced
leaders, so thank you to Tony Chumbley, Frank Garcia,
Angela Hockley, Graham Riley, Dan Sims, Guy Speakman,
Mary Turner and Tim Worrall. For the final expedition it was
great to welcome back previous student Tom KeyworthMunns to be our assessor as it was lovely for the students to
have someone to inspire them whilst being relatable.
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London and Walton fieldwork for A level geologists
LUCY FRYER, DEPUTY HEAD OF GEOGRAPHY

D

& GEOLOGY

uring the summer term, the A Level geologists have enjoyed two contrasting day trips, enhancing their understanding and
skills in the subject.

The first trip was a day at Imperial College London and the Natural History
Museum (NHM). We started off with some geophysics in the form of a seismology
session, learning about how seismic surveys are undertaken, what they can tell us
and how to interpret the imagery to identify geohazards such as fault lines, where
we might find oil and gas, and to interpret ancient Earth history. It was also
explained that a common area of work for geologists is in insurance/risk strategy
due to the skills gained in the subject to predict situations not visible to us.
We then had a session with petrographic microscopes, working out what rocks the
thin sections were from. Rocks look very different under the microscope with a
wide array of colours and shapes of minerals, and this work can be important for understanding both mineral make up but also
aspects such as porosity of material (important for understanding drainage, where can obtain water, etc!).
Finally we were given a tour of the department which included being shown the mass spectrometers amongst other
technology, some of which is being used to investigate the Winchcombe Meteorite. We got to see a larger piece of this
significant meteorite at the NHM where time was spent exploring many of the galleries (the majority of the exhibits in the
museum link directly to our geology specification).
Our second trip was a fieldwork trip to Walton-on-theNaze to learn key geological skills to interpret ancient
environments, and to analyse what the materials found can
mean for geohazards such as landslides and rates of
erosion…something important for any of us who live or
enjoy accessing coastlines. Cliff analysis of sediments dating
back over 50 million years enabled us to identify evidence
for the old course of the River Thames, details of the mass
movement in the area, and investigating the significance of
the material being used for coastal defences. The final
investigation of the day involved checking out the local chip
shop, an enjoyable end to an afternoon of exploration.
Geology is one of the four science A Levels available at KEGS, bringing in skills from the other sciences and maths, as well as various other
subjects. Geologists work behind the scenes in many everyday aspects, from finding the minerals for your technological devices, to sourcing
clean drinking water, to saving lives and reducing economic impact from geohazards.

Rohaan makes his Royal Academy debut!
HELEN PREECE, HEAD OF ART

T

he Art Department is delighted to announce that
Rohaan Seshan in 7D has recently had his class painting,
which describes his journey to school in the format of a
Japanese scroll painting, accepted for display at the Royal
Academy Young Artists Exhibition. His achievement is quite
considerable since his painting was up against fierce
competition from 1000s of other entries as well as intense
scrutiny by the selection panel. Most successful entries get
displayed in the online exhibition, but Rohaan’s was accepted
for display in the gallery space itself. Well done Rohaan!
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A level economists at THINK 2022 conference
ARNAV GEHLOT & LEO OKAFOR, YEAR 12

O

n 25 June, many aspiring economists were lucky enough to attend the THINK 2022 conference which took place in the
Royal Geographical Society. We had the privilege to listen to many different talks, ranging from topics such as the
government’s role in free speech and creating and combating crime to the crisis of the world order and why industrial policy
fails, all given by experts in their respective fields.
To begin the day, one talk that really stood out was delivered by Peter Higgins, the co-founder of Charles Tyrwhitt, a renowned
clothes retailer. He talked about what it truly means to be an entrepreneur. He made it clear straight from the start that not
everyone can be an entrepreneur, but everyone can be part of an entrepreneurial business. He also highlighted the fact that a
new business does not necessarily have to be the most brilliant idea ever, remarking that product differentiation alongside innate
confidence in your idea were rudimentary to success.
The last in-person THINK conference was in 2019, thus, it is given that there would be a talk about the unseen harms of COVID
-19. The key takeaways that renowned broadcaster Arlene Foster (Former First Minister of Northern Ireland) pointed out were
that if we were to face another global pandemic, then people should have easier access to healthcare, given that many were
deprived from this luxury and their diseases were undiagnosed because of the lockdown. It is also necessary that the fear that
COVID-19 caused is not seen again and this will help in reducing the overall negative impacts of a pandemic, although some fear
is natural and justified.
Stefan Sløk-Madsen delivered an eye-opening talk on how government failure and lack of welfare is responsible for contributing
towards crime. One out of five people leave school without any qualifications. The only option available for many young people is
the route of crime. This can be seen in other countries outside the UK too. Denmark has a more developed welfare system than
the UK, yet the gang life is still ample. There is a common notion that the legalisation of drugs may mean that gangs would
decrease in number, but this in reality will only mean gangs will engage in other criminal activities such as robbing people, for
instance, and therefore this proposition would be unlikely to stop crime. Another common misconception was cleared up, which
was the fact that many say crime doesn't pay well. Crime does in fact pay well. To hinder this, Stefan exclaimed that the
government should also enlighten the youth about the possibility of an apprenticeship and emphasise on this instead of always
going to university.
Towards the end of the conference, Oxford-Harvard graduate and author of “Dead Aid” Dr Dambisa-Moyo discussed, in
conversation with host Dr Steven Davies, the global economy and the unintended consequences created by the COVID-19
pandemic. Initially, she commenced the discussion with contextual background regarding the global concerns raised by the
pandemic; ranging from growing debt and socio-economic inequalities, with her main focus being on inflation and its role in
deglobalisation and disrupting international trade. However, as the conversation progressed, she began to discuss other factors
exacerbating inflationary pressure on global economies. The principal element she raised that stimulated my curiosity would be
the repercussions created by the Ukraine-Russia conflict; stating that the interference in the supply-chains to both Russia and
Ukraine of necessities such as oil and agricultural foodstuff would not only worsen deglobalisation but could potentially lead to
hyperinflation. Altogether she summarised a very insightful and engaging talk on ways to remedy inflation (i.e., raising interest
rates) before letting the next speaker take the stage.
Baroness Helena Morrissey concluded the annual THINK conference with her talk on the freedom of speech on government and
political environments (in regard to her comments on Boris Johnson). Beginning the discussion with comments on what
constitutes a viable leader in today’s society; remarking their defining qualities must be someone who inspires, and encourages
those around them. Emulating her beliefs, she continued the conference with words of encouragement to young aspiring
economists and politicians, advising those in the room to not be overcome nor consumed by the fear of failure but instead to
pursue their ambitions to the best of their ability. A swift question and answer session would yield the end of an intuitive
discussion with Baroness Morrissey as well as the end of the THINK conference 2022.
We were also lucky enough to review two books written by the famous writer Eamonn Butler on economic inequality. He talks
about how the world's richest 1% own 40% of the planet's wealth and there is the common notion that the rich get richer but
Eamonn challenges this narrative and focuses on the more important problems which are boosting equality and income
redistribution. There was also a book on trade alongside globalisation. This references the fact that international trade is highly
interdependent and we take competition and creativity for granted. The previous 50 years of rapid growth of international trade
is looked at and how commerce and international politics have become increasingly entwined. He describes the fundamental and
growing importance of trade and globalisation to modern life whilst also seeking to understand the opposition to it.
To close, the THINK conference was a remarkable event, with speakers of varying and contrasting backgrounds all coming
together to pass on their collective experience to the next generation of economists, entrepreneurs, politicians and leaders. All
of those in attendance would most definitely recommend taking part in future THINK conferences, to not only enhance one’s
knowledge but to socialise with fellow students and speakers of similar interests.
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Corps of Drums at Little Baddow garden event
MAJOR BROWN, KEGS CCF CONTINGENT COMMANDER

I

t was the end of an era for Drum Major Alex Kennedy, Senith Fernando and Jacob Kettle Williams who took part in their last
public show for the Corps of Drums at the Open Gardens event in Little Baddow in May. We were delighted to see such a
great turnout from Corps members, who gave an excellent performance, and particular credit is due to the Year 8s and 9s. Many
congratulations too to Year 8 Max Baulch on the bass drum, which is usually a job for a Year 10 and above!

House Tennis Results
KEITH MILLIKEN, ASSISTANT HEADTEACHER

Congratulations to the following students for their House Tennis success.
YEAR 8
1st Mildmay
2nd Tindal
3rd Holland
4th Strutt
Pictured left to right: Thomas Taylor-Widgery, James Jacobs, Luv Goel & Atharv Gupta
YEAR 9
1st Holland
2nd Mildmay
3rd Strutt and Tindal
Left to right: Joseph Sidwell, Danny Fitz, Manas Karthikeyan & Kumeh Akpe
YEAR 10
1st Tindal
2nd Strutt
3rd Holland
4th Mildmay
Pictured left to right: Ben Wheadon, Tom Summers,, Advait Singh & Praveen Ravi
YEAR 12
1st Tindal
2nd Mildmay
3rd Holland
4th Strutt
Pictured left to right: Vlad Mykhailov, Alfie Tentner, Neil Siriwardana & Anthony Speakman
Overall Lower School result
1st Tindal (143)
2nd Mildmay (136)
3rd Holland (123)
4th Strutt (113)

Overall Senior School result
1st Tindal (107)
2nd Mildmay (92)
3rd Holland (73)
4th Strutt (62)
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KEGS Summer Social 2022
MARY TURNER, CHAIR OF TRUSTEES

W

hat an enjoyable occasion! For the first time in three years the PA were again able to organise a summer event outside at
KEGS. The sun shone and the five a side football teams were busy practising while the stalwart volunteers, ably assisted by
some of this year’s prefects, set up the stalls on the field in front of the Sports Hall.
There were plenty opportunities to win prizes (mostly very sweet) as a reward for skill by taking part in various challenging
activities, mostly of a sporting nature, and also some tombolas where prizes were a matter of luck! Mr Lowe organised the Year 7
and Year 8 football tournaments with the help of some very good sixth form referees and I was grateful for the willingness and
knowledge of the spectators who volunteered to provide some commentary.

The Corps of Drums looked magnificent as they marched onto the field although I am sure that they felt very warm. Major Brown
introduced them as they paraded and entertained us.
Mr Milliken organised a closely fought Tug-of-War competition between sixth form house teams and, had Health and Safety
allowed, I am sure that some parents would have liked to demonstrate their expertise too. Congratulations to Holland who
emerged as the winning team.

Due to the pandemic, many parents have not previously had an opportunity to view the KEGS
site so they enjoyed tours around the quads and sports hall lead by Mr Johnson, Mr Speakman,
Mrs Chandler and Miss Fryer.
Thank you to all parents who supported the event in any way and the PA are delighted to
announce that over £2400 has been raised for the school. For those who visited on the day I am
sure that, like me, you enjoyed a variety of food – tempting Asian snacks, substantial barbecued
burgers and sausages, wonderful chicken curry, rice and dal and delightful cakes and ice creams all
accompanied by a variety of drinks. It was a chance to feast for a very reasonable price.
Thank you to all the hard-working members of the PA, particularly to Janet Okunwobi who
master-minded the event and to Angi Day for whom this marked the end of 7 years managing and
auditing the accounts of the PA. There was a huge amount of preparation involved and everything
happened very smoothly. Thank you to all the staff mentioned above and also to Mrs Davis for
ensuring the funds were locked safely away and to Mr Windscheffel who ensured that the school
was restored to perfect order at the end. Thank you too to the prefects who willingly undertook
any task they were asked to do from setting up the sound system, to welcoming guests and
organising parking, to picking up litter afterwards.
More than anything the PA enables parents to meet each other in a relaxed setting. If you were unable to attend the Summer
Social, there will be a Christmas Fayre in December and the PA will always welcome newcomers to help at any of their events
which raise considerable extra funds for the school.
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The World Outside KEGS
HENRY AND FAMILY’S PRESENTATION TO GOSH TEAM WHO
SAVED BROTHER RAFE’S LIFE
On Monday 16 May, I travelled to Central London give a talk, along with my mum
and brother, to Great Ormond Street Hospital Childrens Charity team. We had
been invited to speak about our experiences over the past 14 years since my brother
was diagnosed with a malignant brain tumour at the age of 4, our family fundraising,
and the importance of GOSH in our life. Our fundraising over the years has
involved plant and cake sales, messy hair days, collecting at train stations; the list
goes on. In this time, we have raised in excess of £20,000 for the organisation that
saved my brother’s life.
We found that many of the nearly-200 employees were deeply moved by what we
presented, and hope that it inspired them to continue the excellent work they
already do in providing world-class facilities to care for seriously ill children. We
even got to see some of their feedback on our talk:
“Favourite part was by far the patient family. Rafe was an amazing inspiration and he and
his brother melted my heart. I felt the tears coming as his mother spoke about what they
had been through (although that may be my age!) What a credit to their mother the
children are and how brave of them to get up on stage and speak in front of over 200
strangers. I am so proud of what they've achieved and wish them every success for the
future and the best of luck in their exams.”
HENRY LOUIS, YEAR 10
Henry, Rafe and mum Cheryl are pictured with the Chair and CEO of the GOSH children’s charity

GB CALL UP FOR DYLAN
Many congratulations to Dylan Robins, Year 9, who has been selected to represent Great
Britain this year in the U17 Men age group for Modern Pentathlon sports – Triathe. The sport
integrates three of the Modern Pentathlon disciplines and consists of four continuous circuits
of shooting, open water swimming and running, and the Laser Run, which is the final event of
the Modern Pentathlon comprising four circuits of shooting and running. Dylan will be off to
the World Laser Run Championships in Lisbon this September.
Dylan will also be competing in the European Biathle, Triathle and Laser Run Championships in
Athens this October where he will compete in three events - Laser Run, Triathle and the
Triathle mixed relay. Dylan finished in first place at the qualifier for the triathle event so he is
hoping to replicated this success in Athens. Good luck in both events, Dylan, and we look
forward to reporting on your results.
FORMER STUDENT MICHAEL IS A
BAFTA WINNER
Ex-student Michael Tsim who left KEGS in
2007 has won a BAFTA!!! Michael went on to
Central Saint Martins to study for a BA (Hons)
in Graphic Design (Advertising) having taken
Art A level at KEGS and has previously won
awards for his partnership’s part in the
Thomson Tui (teddy bear) campaign; for
Strictly Come Dancing; for Children in Need
and for A Perfect Planet amongst others. Now
working for BBC Creative, Michael and his
partner Rachel (pictured here with Ade
Adepitan who presented the award) were part
of the team that created the titles for the
Tokyo Olympics which won this year’s Titles
and Graphic Identity BAFTA. You can watch
the titles here: Tokyo 2020 Olympics | Trailer
- BBC - YouTube

SWIMMING SUCCESS FOR
TOBY
Many congratulations
to Toby Lashmar,
Year 8, on a raft of
swimming successes.
Toby won gold in the
800m & 1200m at
the East Region long
course swimming
championships in
May. He followed
this up in early July with a silver in the
East Region 2km open water
championships in Norwich, meaning
that he has qualified to swim at the
National Open Water Championships
in April. Well done and good luck
Toby!
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The World Outside KEGS
JEMIMA REPRESENTS GB IN EUROPEAN SAILING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Earlier his year I qualified to represent Great Britain in the ILCA 4 class in sailing. An
ILCA 4 (formerly known as a Laser 4.7) is a youth class single-handed (individual) boat
aimed at older teens to enable a transition between junior and senior (professional)
sailing. This year the EurILCA ILCA 4 European Championship was held in Dziwnow,
Poland. I was competing among the top 130 girls from over 30 countries, with six other
girls in the British team. The coach for the British girls was Ali Young, a world champion
and three-time Olympian in the ILCA 6 class (a slightly larger version of the ILCA 4,
typically for senior female competitors and older male competitors). I was very grateful
for this experience and feel I learned lots from Ali.
The regatta lasted 6 days and I arrived at the venue a few days early to do some preevent training. On the first day, there was an opening ceremony. A marching band led all
the competitors through the town in their teams with lots of flags, before each team was
introduced on stage accompanied by a relevant song for each country – Ed Sheeran for
GBR!
The week brought a range of very challenging conditions from rough sea states to light
airs, making the racing rewarding, fun and a great learning opportunity. Postponements
were common throughout the week leading to several hours of waiting in the dinghy
park. This resulted in some very late races, some days we didn’t come ashore until 9pm
while some mornings we were having briefings at 7am, ready to launch, experiencing
racing days as long as 8 hours on the water. We filled the extra time from the
postponements with beach trips and waffles and got to bond as a team as well. However,
the light winds weren’t the only extreme weather we faced during the competition period. The practice race was cancelled due
to the extremely high winds and rough sea state. We completed 10 races and I’m most proud of coming 22 nd in one of the
qualifying races and coming 9th in one of the final series races in silver fleet. I was very happy to end the regatta ranking 2 nd in the
GBR girls’ team in this competition. I especially enjoyed the multicultural atmosphere of the event and meeting people from
other countries which made the event really special. I am now looking forward to the British National Championships at Hayling
Island at the end of July and I can’t wait for the World Championships in Vilamoura, Portugal, in six weeks’ time as I’m hoping the
experience will be similar to the Euros and just as much fun.
JEMIMA COOK, YEAR 12

FORMER STUDENT JAMES MAYNARD WINS
FIELDS MEDAL
We were delighted to learn that KEGS alumnus James
Maynard has been awarded the Fields Medal, the maths
equivalent of a Nobel prize. James left KEGS in 2005 and is
now a professor at the University of Oxford and his prize was
awarded for contributions to analytic number theory. You can
read more about him via these two links.
International Mathematical Union
Quanta Magazine

CHRISTOPHER’S SUCCESS AT WORLD
KARATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Many congratulations to Christopher Stewart, Year 11,
who, together with his younger brother James,
represented England again in the WUKF World Karate
Championships in Fort Lauderdale, Florida in early July
Christopher has now been selected to represent the
country in no fewer than five separate categories! He is
now World Champion in one category as well as a silver
and double bronze medalist in a mixture of events (both
kata - performance of a set routine - and kumite fighting). He even
fought up a category
against 20 year olds in
the men’s finals on the
final day of the
Worlds, for which he
won one of his bronze
medals and a ring of
honour, which you can
see him wearing in the
photo
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Staff Departures
Thank you to all of these staff members who left at different times throughout this school year, for their contribution to KEGS. Our best
wishes to them all for the future.
Ying Adams
Mandarin teacher Ying Adams was appointed 2011 as the next step in a teaching career which spans Essex and Shanghai. She was
KEGS’ first-ever teacher of the subject and over the years she has guided many pupils through the early stages of a very
challenging language. Ying has also been hugely involved in school trips to China and has helped advise the Government with its
strategy for Mandarin learning. She leaves KEGS in July and we wish her a very long and happy retirement and hope that we will
keep in touch with her.
Linda Cairns
Assistant IT Infrastructure Manager Linda Cairns was appointed in 2004. During her time at KEGS she contributed to the
revolution that has taken place in the school’s IT services. This has included a major expansion of the network, the introduction
of the school’s email system, the installation of IT services in our many new buildings, managing numerous IT upgrades and
introduction of new equipment, as well as the day to day running of the system. Linda left KEGS in October to spend more time
with her family and we wish her well for her next chapter.
Elizabeth Charlton
Elizabeth Charlton joined KEGS in 2017 as Head of Philosophy and RE, and took on the extra responsibility of Head of Year 8 in
September 2021. In her five years as a Head of Department, Lizzy has brought tremendous energy, dedication and expertise to
the task – carrying through significant changes to schemes of work and resources. Under “deep dive” scrutiny from the Ofsted
national lead inspector for RE when KEGS was inspected in December 2021, Lizzy won high praise for the quality of provision
given to students. She has also always sought to widen the experience on offer, for example through speakers or trips – and she
has contributed significantly to the school’s equalities work. Most recently she also took on an additional role as a Head of Year
and has been extremely effective in this position. We wish her the very best for her move to South Africa and hope very much
that we will keep in touch.
Peter Clark
Bedford Fields Groundsman Peter Clark joined the Site Team in 2014. He arrived with a wealth of grounds management
experience, joining the school from the University of Derby, and had worked previously at hotel complex and a golf course, and
also a year spent as a parks keeper in Wisconsin, USA. He was highly knowledgeable and Bedford Fields was kept in excellent
condition under his stewardship. We wish him well with his future career.
Zoe Dobson
Art teacher Zoe Dobson joined the Art department in September 2021. In her year with us, Zoe has introduced some exciting
new initiatives which include a new Experimental Art Club for Years 7 & 8, the creation of the department’s Instagram account
as well as running creative artistic activities for staff. She now moves to a position at Brentwood – we wish her all the best for
the future and hope that we will keep in touch and that artistic links between Brentwood and KEGS might be able to flourish into
the future!
Katie Grant
Receptionist Katie Grant arrived in 2021. She had previously worked as Medical & Business Administrator at the English Institute
of Sport who provide services to British Olympic and Paralympic athletes. Katie was a great ambassador as the first point of
contact for our many visitors and callers, and we were sorry to see her leave in February due to a family relocation to
Manchester. We wish her well in her new job and location.
Elaine Harrison
Elaine Harrison joined the Pupil Support Centre as a Learning Support Assistant in 2019 from a similar role at Maltese Road
Primary School. During her time at KEGS she supported many students with their lessons and homework and left in September
to pursue a change in career. We wish her well in her new role.
Elizabeth Haley
Senior Learning Support Assistant Liz Haley joined KEGS in 2008. Over the years she has supported many students and,
together with the rest of the team, was in school throughout the various lockdowns in order to allow key worker and vulnerable
children to continue their learning in school, which was appreciated by students and parents equally. Liz will leave KEGS in July
to fulfil a long held ambition to train as a primary school teacher. We wish her all the very best in her new career.
Sharon Illingworth
Sharon Illingworth joined the Canteen Team as a Catering Assistant in 2019. Sharon had previously worked in catering and also
had experience of working in the Post Office. She left KEGS in December to take up a similar role at another local school and
we wish her all the best in her new job.
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Tomasz Kowalski
Art Technician Tomasz Kowalski arrived at KEGS in 2019. Tomasz is a practicing artist who combined working in the
professional art world with spending two days a week handling all the technical aspects of the KEGS art department. Tomasz left
KEGS in February to work full time in his sculpture business and we wish him all the very best for the future.
Frankie Orr
We welcomed Frankie Orr to KEGS as a Maths Teacher in 2007, although she had been a parent at the school since 1999 and
has also done much of her teacher training at KEGS. During her 15 years on the staff, Frankie has variously worked part time
and full time – and she also held the Careers Co-ordinator role from 2008 until 2011. Frankie has been tremendously active in
organising and promoting maths enrichment activities, whether maths clubs, trips or master-classes at both primary and
secondary school level. She has also given a lot of time voluntarily to gardening on the school site – and we have her vision and
energy to thank for the existence of the Maths Garden in the LDC courtyard. However, beyond all these things, she holds a
special place in the school community for her kindness to many people – and particularly for the many times she has organised
cards, presents and cakes for colleagues celebrating different events. We are most grateful for this – and hope both that she
leaves a permanent legacy of kindness – and also that she will keep in touch and continue to visit after her official retirement.
Kate Revell
Head of Geography & Geology, and Head of Lower School, Kate Revell, was appointed in 2009 initially as a Geography teacher,
and was promoted to Head of Department in 2017. During her time at KEGS Kate has taken on a number of key pastoral roles,
starting with Head of Year 8 in 2014 and later moving on to Head of Year roles within the sixth form. In September 2021 she
became Head of Lower School. As Head of Geography, Kate has overseen a good deal of curriculum work and has also
championed the importance of field trips, working hard to ensure that they came back to life after the worst phases of the
pandemic. As a pastoral leader, she has taken tremendous care to support young people and to provide clear boundaries and
expectations. We congratulate her as she moves on to take up a senior leadership position as Head of Sixth Form at Westcliff
High School for Boys and I am sure that we will be keeping in touch and that this will strengthen the existing ongoing
collaboration between WHSB and KEGS.
Corinne Roberts
Corinne Roberts joined the Languages department in 2008 as a French Assistant. She had worked for the French Foreign Office
for many years before moving into education. She has helped many cohorts of KEGS students with their French conversational
skills and is now taking a well deserved break having left the school in May. We wish her a long and happy retirement.
Mark Scullin
Reprographics Technician Mark Scullin joined KEGS in 2010. Mark had worked in the print industry for many years and brought
a wealth of professional knowledge and technical expertise to the school. As well as producing all the printed matter for the
school, his creative skills have proved invaluable and his design work has included the numerous eye-catching drama production
posters and programmes. Mark relocated to Norfolk at the end of June where he is looking forward to renovating a Victorian
property. He leaves with our very best wishes.
Nicola Thompson
Economics teacher Nicola Thompson arrived at KEGS in 2018. She was quickly appointed to an additional role of EPQ Coordinator in January 2019 and became Head of Year 13 in September 2021. Nicola is well respected for both her teaching and
for her manner with young people. She has been an excellent member of the pastoral team and very well liked by her yeargroup. She was also an extremely efficient and effective leader of the EPQ process. We will miss her very much ! She will be
taking up a position at Notley High School – we wish her all the best with her new role and hope that we will continue to keep
in touch.
Matt Wagstaff
PE teacher Matt Wagstaff joined the PE department in 2018, just as the Nigel Fanshawe Sports Hall opened its doors for the first
time. Matt took on the additional role of Head of Year 7 in March 2020, and has also been Head of Tindal House since April this
year. Matt leaves in August to join the staff of King John School in Benfleet. During his time at KEGS he has made a tremendous
contribution to extra-curricular sport, leading numerous teams and giving many hours of his time to both training sessions and
fixtures. He has also been a very fine pastoral leader. We are sorry to see him leave and wish him all the best in his new role
and hope that we will keep in touch.
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JOHN DAVIES, HEAD OF MIDDLE SCHOOL

CRICKET
Year 7 (pictured opposite) made a great start in the Essex Cup, in
the first round they bowled superbly to beat Westcliff, and then in
the quarter final their opponents, Forest School, started well but
KEGS’ spinners took advantage of a turning pitch, taking 8 wickets
to bowl out the hosts for 97. KEGS batting line up battled
through some fine bowling to secure the win with 8 balls left. In
the semi-final against Bancrofts the team held their nerve to win a
close match and will now take on Brentwood School in the final in
September. Good luck!
The team also continued their winning form in the MESSSA
competition against Shenfield. A strong all round bowling
performance, followed by a well time run chase gave the team a
win with 4 overs to spare. They finished the season with another
win vs St.Martin’s to finish the MESSSA competition unbeaten.
Highlights of the Year 8 season were wins against Coopers’ Coborn in the Essex Cup, and Shenfield and Plume in the MESSSA
competition. They finished the season with the Grammar School Cup, in which they started strongly with a 9 wicket win over
CRGS, before falling just 9 runs short in the final against Southend.
The Year 9 team came out top in the first round of the Essex Cup against Chigwell School in a really competitive
fixture. Chasing 110, the team managed to reach the target with a few overs remaining, mainly down to a terrific innings of 60 by
Rufus Miller. From there it was on to Beauchamps and after a fast start KEGS did extremely well to peg the hosts back,
managing to chase down the target wit overs to spare. Unfortunately their Essex Cup campaign came to an end against Forest
School in the quarter finals, but wins against St Martins & Brentwood ‘B’ in the MESSSA league was some compensation. Against
Shenfield School some top bowling performance led to a 7 wicket win and the team went on to beat Great Baddow by 9 runs to
finish the competition unbeaten
Congratulations to the Year 10 team who have finished their season by winning the
Grammar School cup! 51 from Alex MacSween and a hat-trick from Aarya Thomas
(pictured left) who ended up with 5-13 meant the team were 18 run winners.
The 1st XI (pictured below) started their Essex Cup campaign against Newham College,
and after several rain delays eventually managed to win a close affair,– Will Dale hitting
several 6s to help KEGS chase down 104 runs in just 10 overs.
In the semi-final KEGS travelled to Brentwood School, and produced an excellent
performance in the field to bowl out the hosts for 108. KEGS started their chase
cautiously, but were seen home by an excellent 66 not out from Heshan Mahendra to
make it through to the County Final.
In the final. Forest started brightly but were then two quick wickets brought KEGS back
into the game, before the rain came. After a lengthy delay, KEGS returned to the field and
couldn’t quiet regain control as the strong Forest batting line up attacked, the hosts
eventually posting 198. KEGS
batting showed glimpses of
promise as they look to chase
down the daunting total, but in an effort to keep up with the run rate,
lost wickets at regular intervals and fell short of their target. No shame
in losing to a strong Forest team and congratulations must go to the
winners.
KEGS looked to bounce back in their annual fixture against the MCC at
Old Chelmsfordians. KEGS won the toss and elected to field with the
opening pair of Henry Miller and captain Fin Baker, and fellow seamer
Anish Gupta keeping things tight in the early overs. Gupta taking the first
wicket of the day, to leave the MCC 50-1. KEGS then turned to their
spinners Matt France and Rufus Miller who in long spells either side of
the lunch break kept the scoring rate down, France picking up two
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wickets in the process. As the tea interval approached the MCC declared on 209-5, setting KEGS a tempting target of 210 in 50
overs.
KEGS lost two early wickets before Jonny Evans and Mahendra built a partnership to steady the innings. After another quick
couple of wicket fell, the game looked lost, but Sid Thunga and Luke Wilson produced a 50 partnership to give KEGS hope.
After the wicket of Thunga, Wilson was joined by Henry Miller who added some crucial runs. With the overs ticking down,
KEGS were left with the target of 17 from 10 balls with just one wicket remaining. KEGS rejected the option of batting out for
the draw and attacked getting the equation down to 10 from 7, but Wilson got the faintest of edges as he attempted to cut the
ball to the boundary and was caught behind, giving the MCC the win. Overall, a fantastic game with the MCC Spirit of Cricket
award being awarded to Wilson.

ATHLETICS
English Schools Track & Field Cup 2022
KEGS athletes begun their season with the Track & Field Cup 1st Round at Chelmsford and there were some outstanding
performances to see KEGS into 4th place in the meet against some very strong opposition. The Inter team scored 419 points,
enough to advance to the Regional B final, but the Junior team’s score of 386 sealed a place in the regional A final – where they
would take on some of the top teams in the country.
KEGS Inter team travelled to Blackshots Stadium for their B final and again their were some excellent individual performances –
including Kinyo Okenla and Edward Hughes – Hurdles (25 & 27 points), Archie Durham - 1500m (25 points) and Will Sweeney –
800m (23 points). KEGS again finished in a very respectable 4th place in the meet.
The Junior team’s Regional A Final took place in sweltering conditions in a sun drenched Melbourne Stadium, and in difficult
condition KEGS improved on their first round total -scoring 396 points. Notable performances included, Harrison Chumbley –
300m (26 points), Dom Glover – Shot (24 points) and Austin Kelly – 1500m (24 points). A fantastic achievement to reach the
final, and KEGS athletes will look to build on this in the coming years.
CESSSA Championships 2022
KEGS athletes once again took on the best in the district at the CESSSA championships at Chelmsford stadium. KEGS finished a
creditable 2nd in the overall boys competition, with the Y8 and Year 9 teams finishing 2 nd and 3rd respectively in the age group
competitions. Special congratulations to the following were became District Champions:
Jacob Parrott – Y7 1500m
Harrison Chumbley – Y8 300m
Dominic Glover – Y8 Shot
Edward Hughes – Y9 Long Jump & Y9 Hurdles.
Individual successes
Congratulations to the following who gained selection to represent Mid-Essex Schools in the County Championships:
Archie Durham – Inter Boys 1500m
Josh Saiki – Junior Boys Triple Jump
Dylan Robins – Junior Boys 1500m
Edward Hughes –Junior Boys Hurdles
And a special congratulations to Edward (pictured right)
who following winning the Essex Championships was
selected to represent Essex at the English Schools
Championships in Manchester. Edward finished first in his
heat with a new PB of 11.52.
In the final, Edward had an absolutely blistering start, but
it was sadly not his day. He clipped the last hurdle and
finished in 6th place. Still an incredible performance
though, and he remains 4th fastest U15 boy in the UK this
year. What a fantastic achievement – well done Edward!
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TENNIS
Congratulations to Thomas Taylor-Widgery, Year 8 (pictured right) who was the
winner of the KEGS play your way to Wimbledon tournament. He represented
the school in the regional finals on 26 June, and won, meaning he will now play in
the LTA finals at Wimbledon in August. Well done!

YEAR 9 HOUSE CRICKET
1st Holland
2nd Mildway
Joint 3rd/4th Strutt and Tindal
Due to staff covid absences and there will be no cricket results for the Y7, Y8 and
Y10 competitions.

Diary Dates
Tuesday 19 July – Last day of term & early finish
Wednesday 20 & Thursday 21 July – Non pupil days
Thursday 18 August – A level results day
Thursday 25 August – GCSE results day
Thursday 1 & Friday 2 September – Non pupil days
Monday 5 September – Induction day for Year 7 & 12
Tuesday 6 September – First day of term for rest of school
Wednesday 7 September – Individual student photos
Tuesday 13 September – 19:30 - Parents Association meeting
Saturday 17 September – 11+ exam
Tuesday 27 September – Non pupil day
Thursday 29 September – 18:00 - proposed date for Parents Forum. More details to follow in September.
Wednesday 19 October – Y13 Parents Evening
Monday 24- Friday 28 October – Half term
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